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ABSTRACT
Systems able to find a song based on a sung, hummed,
or whistled melody are called Query-By-Humming (QBH)
systems. Hummed or sung queries are not directly com-
pared to original recordings. Instead, systems employ
search keys that are more similar to a cappella singing
than the original pieces. Successful, deployed systems use
human computation to create search keys: hand-entered
midi melodies or recordings of a cappella singing. There
are a number of human computation-based approaches that
may be used to build a database of QBH search keys, but
it is not clear what the best choice is based on cost, com-
putation time, and search performance. In this paper we
compare search keys built through human computation us-
ing two populations: paid local singers and Amazon Me-
chanical Turk workers. We evaluate them on quality, cost,
computation time, and search performance.
1. INTRODUCTION
Music audio is a popular category of multimedia content.
Services like iTunes provide millions of songs to the pub-
lic, but typically index their recordings with such meta-
data as title, composer, and performer. Finding the desired
recording can be a problem for those who do not know the
metadata for the desired piece.
One solution is to identify a song based on entering its
lyrics into a standard text-based search engine. This, how-
ever, does not apply to instrumental music. If the user has
access to a recording of the desired audio (e.g. it is cur-
rently playing on the radio), then an audio fingerprinting
system [1,2] can be used. If the user cannot provide a por-
tion of the exact recording sought (e.g. the song ended on
the radio), such systems cannot help. If the user can sing
or hum some portion of the song, a query-by-humming
(QBH) [3] system can be used.
Most published research in QBH [4–6] has focused on the
matching algorithms and distance measures for melodies.
These are not, however, the only challenges that must be
surmounted to build an effective QBH system ready for
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real-world deployment. One key challenge for current sys-
tems is the creation of a large database (perhaps millions)
of relevant search keys that are effective for matching
against sung or hummed queries.
Creating searchable keys that can be queried by singing is
non-trivial. Sung queries typically outline a melody drawn
from the desired recordings. The vast majority of music
recordings do not have machine-readable notated scores or
MIDI versions available. Therefore, melodic keys must be
created directly from the audio. Currently, automated ap-
proaches to extracting the main melody from a polyphonic
recording are not sufficiently robust to build melodic keys
from large databases of music recordings [7].
Deployed QBH systems, such as Soundhound [8] or
Tunebot [9] have attempted to solve this problem through
the use of human computation. Human computation is a
technique where a computational system outsources cer-
tain steps to humans. The database for Tunebot, for ex-
ample, uses searchable melodic keys derived from a cap-
pella performances contributed by users through use of the
Tunebot search engine (i.e. matched queries are converted
to search keys), and by logging in as a contributor and
singing melodies to the system. However, systems are said
to suffer from the cold start problem if their functionality
depends on usage data from the same users they are serv-
ing (the classical example of this is recommendation sys-
tems). QBH systems that depend on user contributions as
search keys also suffer from this. Therefore, before obtain-
ing users, QBH systems must first overcome the cold start
problem by having a sufficiently large database to attract
users to use the system. One way to overcome that prob-
lem is to hire vetted, local, paid singers to create search-
able melodic keys. While this method may likely yield
well-sung, highly-controlled search keys, it is costly. Ama-
zon’s Mechanical Turk, a micro-task labor market, may
provide a cheaper solution, but how do the resulting search
keys compare to those generated by vetted, local singers?
Would the quality of the search results be affected? Would
we need more of them to compensate for the potentially re-
duced quality control? Which method can build a database
faster? Which method can build a database cheaper?
In this paper we compare search keys built through hu-
man computation using two populations: paid local singers
and Amazon Mechanical Turk (M.Turk) workers. We eval-
uate the difficulty of creating a searchable database us-
ing both methods and the effectiveness of the resulting
database. In a previous workshop paper [7], we compared
the two human computation methods to two promising ma-
chine computation methods [10,11], but found that the ma-
chine computation methods still perform much worse than
human computation. In this paper we extend that work
by focusing strictly on comparing the human computation
methods, providing more thorough descriptions of the two
methods as well as comparisons on cost, completion time,
and performance. Additionally, we analyze how the num-
ber of search keys affect system performance.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 3 describes the search engine used to perform compar-
isons. Section 4 describes two approaches taken to build-
ing search keys with human computation. Sections 5-6 de-
scribes our two experiments. Section 7 contains conclu-
sions.
2. BACKGROUND
There are two parties in human computation: the
requesters (the party “requesting” that a human compu-
tation task be performed) and the workers (the party that
performs the human computation task). According to Law
and von Ahn [12], there are 6 recognized markets (pools of
workers) for human computation: gamers (e.g. games with
a purpose (GWAP), ESP Game [13]), citizen science (e.g.
Galaxy Zoo [14]), security and access (e.g. reCAPTCHA),
temporary markets (brief peaking markets caused by ur-
gent circumstances such as natural disaster), learners (e.g.
Duolingo [15]), and paid crowdsourcing (e.g. Amazon
Mechanical Turk). These markets have varying degrees of
intrinsic/extrinsic motivations, risks, costs, etc. The best
market to use is dependent on the problem that needs to be
solved.
Some, but not all, of these markets have previously been
explored for the generation of QBH search keys. For in-
stance, the gamers market was explored in [9,16,17]. How-
ever, games have their drawbacks. While the players (work-
ers) are not paid, the costs of designing, developing, and
testing a game are high. It is also risky. If the game
isn’t fun and doesn’t garner a player base, then few human
computation tasks will be solved. Researchers have also
explored other markets. The “citizen scientist” approach
is similar to the user contribution / “citizen singer” ap-
proach that both Tunebot and SoundHound employ. This
approach again works well if you can attract users to your
site, but this may be difficult without a useful working sys-
tem and therefore doesn’t solve the cold start problem. The
security and access approach has not been explored, but it
seems like a poor approach for QBH search key generation
task due to the time investment required for a task of its
granularity (on the order of minutes). Additionally, unless
earworms 1 become an international epidemic, it seems
unlikely that a temporary market would arise from an ur-
gent need to create QBH search keys. The learners market
is a newly proposed human computation market that seems
promising for future work, but one that would likely have
high design and development costs similar to a GWAP.
1 An earworm is a piece of music that seems to be ”stuck on repeat” in
one’s mind.
In this paper, we chose to focus on the last group, the
paid crowdsourcing market. We compare the human com-
putation by M. Turk workers and that of locally hired (non-
crowdsourced), vetted, paid singers.
3. THE TUNEBOT SYSTEM
To compare the search key generation methods in a real-
istic, real-world way, we insert search keys built using the
methods described in this paper into the database of the
QBH system, Tunebot [9]. Tunebot has been deployed
on the web in its current form for over three years and
has logged over 60,000 user queries. We now give a brief
overview of Tunebot. For more detail, please see [9].
3.1 Query and Search Key Encoding
Before a melodic comparison takes place between a sung
query and the search keys in the database, the transcriber
estimates the fundamental frequency of the singing every
20 milliseconds using a pitch tracker based on PRAAT
[18]. A note segmenter then divides this series of estimates
into notes. We encode all queries and all melodies in the
database (search keys) as sequences of note intervals.
Each note interval is represented by a pair of values: the
pitch interval (PI) between adjacent notes (measured in
units of musical half-steps) and the log of the ratio between
the length of a note and the length of the following note
(LIR). Note lengths are defined to be inter-onset-intervals.
We use note intervals encoded in this way because they are
transposition invariant (melodies that differ only in key ap-
pear the same) and tempo invariant (melodies that differ
only in tempo appear the same).
3.2 Melody Matching
Once the query is encoded as a note interval sequence,
it is compared to the search keys in the database, which
have been similarly encoded. To compare melodic strings,
we use edit distance [19]. The edit distance between two
strings is the cost of the least expensive way of transform-
ing one string into the other. The edit cost for a substitution
is determined by the likelihood of that substitution, based
on prior user query data. The pieces in the database are
ranked by the edit distance of their search keys to the sung
query, and this ranking is returned to the user.
4. HUMAN COMPUTATION OF QBH SEARCH
KEYS
As stated earlier, in this paper we compare the generation
of QBH search keys using human computation of M. Turk
workers and that of locally hired (non-crowdsourced), vet-
ted, paid singers. We had previously collected thousands of
sung search keys from the paid local singers, and Mechan-
ical Turk seemed the most viable human computation mar-
ket to compare to. To effectively compare the two meth-
ods, we needed to generate two databases that had a min-
imum number of search keys per song across a fixed set
of songs. We already had such a database from the lo-
cally hired singers, and the Mechanical Turk market gave
us the control we needed to generate the another example
database using crowdsourced human computation.
4.1 The Song Set
The current Tunebot music database consists of search keys
generated both from user contributions and from paid lo-
cal singers. We chose the 100 songs with the most con-
tributions in the current Tunebot music database as the set
of target songs for comparison. These songs were mostly
of popular music genres distributed as follows: 41% pop,
34% rock, 6% dance, 4% hip hop, 3% country, 12% other.
With each human computation method and for each song,
we collected at least 6 sung examples to be converted into
search keys as described in Section 3.1.
We now describe the two human computation methods
we used for the generation of QBH search keys for these
target songs.
4.2 Hiring Paid Local Singers
As noted earlier, we had previously collected thousands of
sung queries over the course of two years from paid local
singers. With this approach, we had a lot of control over
the quality of the search keys, but having that control came
with a higher cost per search key.
We solicited singers through flyers posted throughout a
college campus and on student online job listings. Can-
didates were interviewed and auditioned for singing abil-
ity by a trained musician with a graduate degree in music.
The singers were hired based on their singing ability and
employment availability.
To generate the sung examples, the singers recorded them-
selves in a sound isolation booth into a large diaphragm
condenser microphone connected to a computer interface.
They used the Tunebot web application to record them-
selves, which uploaded the recorded content to our server.
They were primarily self-directed, following a set proce-
dure, which ensured that they both sang the songs we
wanted and that the quality of the sung examples was high
and consistent. For a given song, an employed singer was
instructed to sing the most memorable portions of the song,
typically the verse, chorus or both. In addition, they were
instructed to sing each memorable portion twice - once
with lyrics and once without lyrics, since the segmentation
of the note interval representation may differ when sung
with lyrics versus without lyrics. Each song was assigned
to one male singer and one female singer.
4.2.1 Computation Time and Cost
It took each singer a mean time of 4.26 (SD 3.79) min-
utes to learn and sing each example. Since we paid the
singers $9.00/hr, each example cost about $0.64. It took
roughly 9.5 days to create at least 6 sung examples for the
100 songs in the song set. Thus, they generated about 442
examples per week. When seeking 6 examples per song (3
male, 3 female), the computation time is approximately 26
minutes per song, and the cost of each song was approxi-
mately $3.90.
While the singers were generally reliable, they did require
some oversight. At most 6 singers were on payroll at a
given time. Managing them required about 1.5 hours of
time per week.
4.2.2 The Resulting Sung Examples
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Figure 1. Problems in audio recordings of paid local
singers and M. Turk workers.
The paid local singers generated at least 6 sung examples
for each of the 100 songs in our test set (see Section 5.1).
The mean duration of a single example using this method
was 24.46 (SD 6.01) seconds. The examples almost al-
ways contain the chorus, the verse or both. A member of
our lab listened to the original audio for each example and
marked down any audio problems noted. The lab mem-
ber also performed this task for the recordings by the M.
Turk workers as described in Section 4.3.2. The problems
for both sets were grouped into a number of natural cate-
gories. Out of the examples by the paid local singers, 92%
had no problems. The problems of the remaining examples
are illustrated in Figure 1. Note that an example can have
multiple problems. The problem categories are defined as
follows:
background hum The recording contained a noticeable,
constant, pitched tone (e.g. 60 Hz AC hum).
distorted The recording was perceptibly distorted.
silence The recording contained only silence.
low SNR The recording seemed to have a low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) – possibly due to the singing being
too quiet.
polyphonic music The recording consisted of polyphonic
music (e.g. the commercial recording of the song)
instead of an a cappella sung example.
muddy The recording was not clear and seemed a bit muf-
fled.
extraneous noises The recording contained significantly
noticeable background noises (e.g. kids playing, etc.)
loudness change The recording had a drastic change in
loudness in it.
4.3 Using Amazon Mechanical Turk
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service is a micro-task labor
market designed for crowdsourcing small tasks requiring
human intelligence (i.e. tasks that computers are not yet
able to perform well). “Requesters” can post “Human In-
telligence Tasks” (HITs) for work that they need done, and
“workers” can search through and perform tasks for typi-
cally small amounts of money. Amazon acts as the inter-
mediary between the requesters and the workers.
Using the Mechanical Turk service, we crowdsourced the
human computation of exemplars for the generation of
QBH search keys. We solicited singers by posting a $0.10
HIT entitled: “Sing Popular Songs” and description:
“Choose from a variety of genres and songs, and sing the
song into your computer”. This pay is typical for a task
of this difficulty. The workers were given a list of songs
to chose from and the Tunebot web application for record-
ing themselves with their computer, which uploaded the
recorded content to our server. They were instructed to
“sing the most memorable portion of the song (often the
verse or melody)”. As this is a rather involved task com-
pared to most Mechanical Turk HITs, we tried to make the
instructions and interaction as simple and painless as pos-
sible. By doing so, we eliminated some of the extra con-
trol we had with the paid local singers (e.g. control over
who sang which songs, even lyrics/no lyrics ratios, even
male/female ratios, vetted singers, etc.).
4.3.1 Computation Time and Cost
The mean time between worker’s contributions in a single
session was 4.09 (SD 4.78) minutes. In total it took 20
days to collect the 600 sung examples for the 100 songs
in the song set. Therefore the M. Turk workers generated
about 210 examples per week. When seeking 6 examples
per song, the computation time is 24.5 minutes per song.
At a pay rate of $0.10 per contributed search key, each song
cost $0.60.
4.3.2 The Resulting Sung Examples
While we had 211 unique workers begin our HIT, only 70
of them actually submitted a contribution. 70 unique M.
Turk workers contributed the 600 sung examples for the
100 song set. Upon listening to the examples by the 70
workers, we estimate that 25% are male, and 75% are fe-
male. The mean number of total examples contributed by a
single worker was 8.83 (SD 9.78) and the maximum num-
ber of examples contributed by a single worker was 69.
Each worker could only contribute 1 example per song.
The mean duration of a single example was 26.02 (SD
6.96) seconds and typically consisted of either the verse
or chorus.
As with the paid local singers, a lab member listened to
each of the 600 M. Turk contributed examples and cate-
gorized the problems found. The resulting problems are
shown in Figure 1. Only 278 out of 600, or 46%, of M.
Turk contribute examples were problem-free. This com-
pares to the 92% problem-free examples for the paid local
singers. As illustrated in Figure 1, of the remaining keys,
the most common problems were background hum, distor-
tion, 228 had an audible background hum (38% of contri-
butions). Given this, we took steps to minimize the back-
ground hum and noise. All M. Turk contributions were
processed with a noise reduction algorithm before being
converted into search keys. In addition to hum or back-
ground noise, a number of the contributed examples did
not contain a cappella singing. They instead contained si-
lence or polyphonic music.
5. EXPERIMENT 1
5.1 Design
As can be seen in Figure 1, the audio quality of the exam-
ples contributed by the paid local singers is higher than the
audio quality of the examples contributed by the M. Turk
workers. In addition, since the paid local singers were au-
ditioned and ensured to be high quality singers, it is likely
that the singing quality is generally superior to that of the
M. Turk workers. The question that remains however is
whether or not these higher quality audio examples trans-
late to better search keys?
We developed a simple approach to measure the effec-
tiveness of the search keys created with the two human
computation methods. For each method, we generated
search keys from the sung examples as described in Sec-
tion 3.1 and inserted these search keys into an existing
database of songs used by Tunebot. We then took a set
of sung queries drawn either from the M. Turk workers or
from the local singers and queried the database. The search
key generation method that yielded better search rankings
was deemed better.
A run is one presentation of one query per target song
(100 queries, total) to the search engine. For each run,
we chose a source of search keys (M. Turk or paid local
singers) and a source of queries (M. Turk or paid local
singers). For each run, we then constructed a database con-
taining all 600 search keys from the chosen source plus ap-
proximately 13000 additional distracter search keys from
the on-line Tunebot database.
For each of the 100 target songs in the run we performed
the following steps:
1. Randomly choose one of the target song’s 6+ search
keys to be the query and remove this from the set of
search keys
2. Remove any other search keys for the target song
that are by the same singer as the query (only rele-
vant for the paid local singers).
3. If there are more than 5 remaining search keys in the
database, randomly pick 5 of them to remain.
4. Query the database with the chosen query.
The reasoning behind some of these steps is as follows:
• For step 2, recall that a unique worker generated
each of the search keys for a particular target song
in the M. Turk set. However, in the paid local singer
set this is not the case, and sometimes contributions
from the same user for the same song were very sim-
ilar. Thus, the run in which paid local singers were
used for both the query set and search key database,
there were sometimes fewer than 5 examples in the
database (the mean was 4.52 (SD 0.82)).
• For step 3, note that for the run in which the search
keys and queries were both generated by the M. Turk
workers, every example that was used as a query was
excluded from the set of target search keys placed
in the database. Thus, only 5 (instead of 6) exam-
ples were available per song as search keys in the
database. To maintain consistency across runs, we
set the maximum number of examples per song in
the database to 5.
We then performed 10 runs (1000 total queries) for each
of the 4 combinations of search key and query set sources.
5.2 Results
The measure we used to evaluate the quality of search re-
sults is the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [3]. It is computed
as follows:
MRR =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
ranki
(1)
where ranki is the rank of the correct target in the search
results of the ith query, andN is the total number of queries
performed. This measure ranges from 0 to 1, with higher
values signifying better search results.
The MRR of the search result matches are reported in
Table 1. When using paid local singer contributions as
queries, the performance of the runs with paid local singer
generated search keys was better than the performance of
the runs with the M. Turk generated search keys (p =
0.000014 using a Wilcoxon signed rank test). However,
when using the M. Turk contributions as queries, there
was not a statistically significant difference between the
performance of the runs with paid local singer generated
search keys and runs with M. Turk generated search keys
(p = 0.29 using a Wilcoxon signed rank test). Therefore,
while it seems that the search keys generated by the paid
local singers are of higher overall quality, this only affects
the search results when they are also queried by high qual-
ity search keys. It seems reasonable to assume though that
real-world queries are likely more similar to the M. Turk
contributions than they are to paid local singer contribu-
tions. If that is the case, then it is not worth the higher cost
of the local singers in order to have more control over the
process and higher quality search keys.
6. EXPERIMENT 2
6.1 Design
In the previous experiment we limited the databases to 5
search keys per song. This however leads us to the follow-
ing 2 questions:
1. Does the performance of the system improve with
additional search keys?
Target Query Mean Reciprocal
Source Source Rank (95% CI)
M. Turk M. Turk 0.2140 [0.1909,0.2367]
L. Singers M. Turk 0.2453 [0.2229,0.2705]
M. Turk L. Singers 0.2942 [0.2710,0.3218]
L. Singers L. Singers 0.3781 [0.3467,0.4047]
Table 1. Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of the search results
of 1000 queries for each of the 4 source / query set com-
binations. MRR ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values
signifying better search results.
2. How many search keys are needed to reach an of
MRR of 0.5 (a performance level in which the target
is in the top couple of results at least half the time)?
To answer these questions, we designed another exper-
iment. For this experiment, we utilized the full dataset
(including all of the search keys that were originally dis-
tracters), observed how the performance increased as the
number of search keys increased, and noted at what point
the performance achieved an MRR of 0.5.
Since the search performances of paid local singer gener-
ated search keys and M. Turk generated search keys were
not significantly different when queried by the M. Turk
queries, we utilized the full dataset as the set of evaluation
search keys. This set included search keys from the paid
local singers, the M. Turk workers, and all user contribu-
tions (the “citizen scientist” market). This dataset contains
a total of 2587 songs with 14509 search keys. The number
of search keys per song ranges from 1 to 61. Chance per-
formance (i.e. random search results) on this dataset would
be an expected MRR of 0.00326. We used all of the search
keys except those by the paid local singers when creating
our set of queries. By doing so we made the assumption
that all of the crowdsourced keys – those created by user
contributions (“citizen singers”) and M. Turk workers were
of similar quality. This was a necessary assumption to uti-
lize the larger dataset. To generate the search results, we
then queried the search keys with each of the queries. As
in Experiment 1, each time we queried we removed all of
the search keys that were also of the same musical work by
the same singer.
6.2 Results
To analyze the search results, we grouped the rankings into
sets by target songs which all had equal numbers of search
keys, e.g. all of the rankings for songs with 8 search keys
were grouped together, etc. We took the means of each
of those sets as shown in Figure 2a. The total number of
search keys in each of these sets is shown in Figure 2b.
We then transformed the means using an exponential to
account for the curvature of the data, and then fit a line
using ordinary least squares linear regression. This line
is the brown dotted curve in Figure 2a. Examining Fig-
ure 2a, we find the MRR does improve as we add addi-
tional search keys (thereby answering Question 1), and it
does not seem to converge within the range that we ex-
Paid Local Singers M. Turk Workers
Mean duration of search keys (sec) 24.46 26.02
Cost ($ per search key) 0.64 0.10
Cost – 0.5 MRR ($ per song) 11.52 1.80
Computation time (min per search key) 4.26 (SD 3.79) 4.09 (SD 4.78)
Time to generate 100 song set (days) 9.5 20
Approximate oversight time (hours / week) 1.5 1
Table 2. Comparison of paid local singers and M. Turk workers
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Figure 2. TOP (a): The mean reciprocal rank as a func-
tion of the number of search keys per song as described in
Section 6. The grey area is the 90% confidence interval
around the mean. The brown dotted line is the regression
fit. BOTTOM (b): The number of search keys used when
calculating the means in the top figure. Note than there
were far fewer total search keys used when calculating the
means on the right side of the graph.
amined. We also find that if we are seeking search per-
formance with an MRR of 0.3781 (the performance of the
paid local singer query and search keys in Experiment 1),
we would need 10 examples, and if we were seeking per-
formance with a MRR of 0.5, we need to acquire about 18
search keys per song (thereby answering Question 2). With
this knowledge, we calculated the cost per song for search
performance of MRR 0.5 and found that for M. Turk work-
ers it was $1.80 and for paid local singers it was $11.52.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we compared two methods of human com-
putation for generating sung search keys for a query-by-
humming search engine: hiring paid local singers and
crowdsourcing Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (M. Turk)
workers. We showed the system works best when paid lo-
cal singers are used to generate both the search keys and
the queries. It’s likely however that the M. Turk generated
queries are more like real world queries, and in the scenario
in which M. Turk contributions were used as the queries,
there was no significant difference in performance between
the search key databases generated by the two human com-
putation methods. Considering that the crowdsourced, M.
Turk generated search keys cost 15.62% of the cost of the
paid local singers, this seems like a promising approach.
We also showed that the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of
the QBH search engine will improve when more search
keys are added to the database, and that roughly 18 search
keys are required to achieve a MRR of 0.5.
It however took roughly twice as long to generate the keys
for the 100 target songs using the crowdsourced method
when paying a rate of $0.10 per search key. This was not
due to the human computation time, which was about the
same for both human computation methods, but rather the
discovery time [12] of the HIT. While other work in the
field of human computation [20] has showed that this time
can be reduced by paying higher rewards per task, increas-
ing the reward may also increase the number of invalid
search keys generated by workers trying to cheat the sys-
tem. Therefore, in future work, we will both work to find
the optimal price to achieve our desired completion time as
well as develop a method to vet the search keys as they are
contributed.
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